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Rubric
CompNet

• The EU system of Central Banks set up the Competitiveness
Research Network (CompNet) in March 2012

Two main objectives:
1. Provide a robust theoretical and empirical link between the
drivers of competitiveness and macroeconomic performance for
research and policy analysis
2. Using cross-country benchmarking and adopting a multidimensional approach (firm-level, macro, cross-border)
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Rubric
Holistic
approach to competitiveness
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Rubric
Outline

1. The contribution of CompNet on GVC
2. Macro implications: a multifaceted story
• Measurement issue
• Impact on employment and national income
• International transmission of shocks
3. Conclusions and policy take-aways
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Rubric
Contribution
of CompNet on GVC

• Starting from existing databases (e.g. WIOD), CompNet
researchers has provided more and better evidence on
European countries’ integration and position within
international production processes

• VoxEU.org
has
recently
published a new e-book
containing the main research
findings
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RubricGlobal Value Chain (GVC) dimension
The

• Production of most goods and services around the world is vertically
fragmented along GVCs
Assembling
& final phases

Final market

Gross
Export

Trade in intermediate
products & services

Trade in inputs
(2nd tier suppliers)

• Reconfiguration of world trade in terms of participants and their
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comparative advantages
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Rubric
Measurement
issues: new metric and indicators needed

• Global fragmentation of production is challenging the relevance and the
accurateness of traditional indicators of competitiveness, in particular:
1. The identification of the actual value added generated in a
particular country has become much more complex
2. Traditional measures are increasingly affected by a significant
amount of double-counting

Traditional trade indicators must be complemented
with value-added based measures
• Recent approach is based on the construction of trade in value
added datasets, combining various countries Input-Output Tables
+ International Trade Statistics + Assumptions
• Several initiatives currently ongoing (e.g. OECD TiVA database),
CompNet focused on extending World Input-Output Database
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ARubric
technical digression: flows of value-added in a GVC

Domestic economy

Source: Amador and Cabral (2014).
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Rubric
Recent
global trends coming from our research

• Exports incorporates a large foreign value added component which is
increasing in all major economies
Foreign value added in exports, as a % of total exports

Source: Amador et al. (2015).
Note: The euro area is taken as a whole (i.e. intra-euro area trade flows are disregarded).

1. The relevance of GVCs was as important in the euro area as in China
and more important than in the US and Japan
2. GVCs in the euro area were fairly resilient to the crisis, since the
increase in foreign value added stopped only temporarily in 2009 to
then subsequently rebound 2008 blip
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Rubric
EA
perspective: global but still regional
Decomposition of foreign value added in exports by origin, 2011

• The euro area is the main source of foreign value added in exports for
most member countries

• Eastern EU countries are particularly relevant for AT, DE, EE, SK, SI
• Strong EU regional dimension
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Rubricmeasures of impact of GVC
New

• Based on global input-output tables and supplementary labour accounts
from the World Input-Output Database (WIOD), two new concepts have
been introduced to measure the effects of GVC on incomes and jobs

GVC
income

sum of value added by all labor and capital
directly and indirectly used for the production of final
manufacturing goods

 Strong export performance of some EU countries does not translate
into income growth.
 Gross exports overestimate the competitiveness of countries that
rely heavily on imported intermediates, such as Germany and small
open economies.
•

e.g. real gross exports of manufacturing products from Germany
increased by 98% over the period 1995–2008, whereas manufactures
GVC income only by 7%
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Rubric
Structure
of EU employment in global manufacturing production

Manufactures
GVC jobs

number of jobs associated with all activities
directly or indirectly related to the production of final
manufacturing goods

• Two main facts clearly stand out:
1. the declining importance of global production of manufactures for
overall employment in Europe


Over 1995-2008, share of manufactures GVC workers (out of the total
employed labour force) in the EU27 declined from 26% to 22%.

2. the strong shift of the sector of employment of these workers, away
from the manufacturing sector towards the production of embodied
intermediate goods and services (activities traded indirectly
through manufacturing trade)


Overall employment in manufacturing GVCs declined by 1.8 million (-10.5%).



In contrast, the number of GVC workers in services increased by a staggering
3.5 million (+21%).
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Rubric
Europe
is specializing in skilled GVC jobs
Employment in the production chain of final manufactures, 1995 vs 2008
(by sector, in 1000s)

• Net losses in employment in GVC jobs, however in certain countries
(DE, IT) job creation in related services overcompensated job
destruction in manufacturing and agriculture activities linked to GVCs
• Uneven distributional consequences of fragmentation
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Rubricas new transmission mechanisms
GVC

• The increasing global fragmentation of production has accelerated and
amplified the international transmission of demand shocks during
regional slowdown

Higher volatility of trade in GVCs
During the Great Trade Collapse
(of 2008-2009), trade associated
with GVC activities (mostly
related
to
exchange
of
intermediates) collapsed more
rapidly than the global trade
and then boomed back.
More recently, it is still a matter
of debate whether GVCs are
fostering or dampening global
trade.

-

Source: Ferrantino, M and D Taglioni (2014), World Bank.
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Rubric
Development
of intra-EU27 bilateral trade imbalances

• Work by Nagengast and Stehrer (2014) shed light on the differences
between bilateral trade balances in gross terms and those in value
added terms

Gross Trade Balance = (German exports) – (Dutch exports)

3rd
country
(German value added ultimately
absorbed in final demand in the
Netherlands)
–
Value Added Balance =
(Dutch value added ultimately
absorbed in final demand in
Germany)
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Rubric
Underlying
factors of the difference

Value added trade balances differ from gross trade balances because of 3
main factors:
1. Trade in intermediate goods among the two trade partners which are
used as inputs to produce final goods
2. Foreign value added consumed by the respective trading partner
3. Demand in third countries other than the two trading partners
All these factors can be decomposed and we can estimate the value added
trade balance.
Five largest bilateral trade balances between EU27 countries in 2011
Gross

Value Added
in million US$

in % of gross

NL - DE

43,969

14,374

33%

DE - FR

39,098

27,961

72%

NL - BE

23,990

4,230

18%

UK - EI

22,504

3,472

15%

NL - IT

22,134

13,166

59%

Source: Nagengast and Stehrer (2014)
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Rubric Trade Balances vs Value Added Balances
Gross

1. Increase of intra-EU imbalances
over time
2. Growing divergence between gross
and value added balances

Source: Nagengast and Stehrer (2014)

Gross bilateral balances have become
increasingly less representative of
value added balances, and lead to an
overestimation of intra-EU imbalances

As a consequence:
 A sizeable portion of gross bilateral trade balances cannot be
influenced by the direct trading partners themselves
 Gross trade balances can not be used therefore as a policy objective,
and should be replaced by measures in V.A. terms
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Rubric
Conclusions

1. International production fragmentation greatly reduces the usefulness
of traditional comparative advantage analysis based on gross exports
as a policy guide.
2. .Understanding the geography of international production becomes
necessary to the assessment of many other areas of a country’s
economy
3. Sectors are becoming the wrong operational unit when framing policies
and evaluating performance. The emphasis in trade and industrial
policies should be no more sector-specific but rather focus on the
type of activities carried out.
4. There is a need for policy measures to lubricate the reallocation of
resources (workers and capital) across activities and at the same time
counteract the uneven distributional consequences of the
fragmentation process.
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Rubric
Future
research plan

• We have identified for the future two directions:
1. Resources allocation and growth
- secular stagnation
- productivity puzzle
- weak investments
- role of intangibles and innovation
2. International trade and Global Value Chains
- complementing the macro-analysis of GVCs
with firm-level based information
- the role of skill-matching
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Rubric

Thank you!

www.ecb.europa.eu
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©

Rubric

Reserve slides
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Rubric
International
fragmentation of domestic production in EU

Figure shows the imported intermediate inputs as shares of total intermediate inputs in manufacturing industry (in %).
A higher share indicates more international fragmentation of domestic production.
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Rubricglobal network of value added trade
The

Source: Santoni and Taglioni, 2015
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Rubric mapping in EA: foreign VA in exports by origin
GVC

For what concerns the global production linkages of the Euro area:
1. Within Europe the highest relevance as a source of value added
embodied in the euro area’s exports is provided by the non-Eastern
EU countries (UK, Denmark and Sweden)
2. While the role of Eastern EU countries (Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland and Romania) is more limited but
has increased.
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Employment
Rubric
impact of GVCs

Source: “Fragmentation, Incomes and Jobs. An analysis of European competitiveness”, Timmer et al. (2013)
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